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the same name, however reasonable such pronuncia
tions may be.
Accordingly, a need exists for a computerized name

VOICE RECOGNITION OF PROPER NAMES
USING TEXT-DERIVED RECOGNITION MODELS

recognition system for use in accessing name-associa
TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

tive records in a database, such as a medical records

database. The system should be speaker-independent in
that it would recognize names spoken by unknown

The invention relates generally to voice recognition,
and more particularly relates to a method and system
for computerized voice recognition of a proper name

users, where the user might not know the correct pro
nunciation of the name.

using text-derived recognition models. In even greater
particularity, for each name in a database, a separate
recognition model is created for each of a selected num

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The
invention
is a name recognition technique using
ber of pronunciations, with each recognition model
text'derived
recognition
models in recognizing the spo
being constructed from a respective sequence of pho
ken rendition of name-texts (i.e., names in textual form)
netic features generated by a Boltzmann machine.
15 that are susceptible to multiple pronunciations, where
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
the spoken name input (i.e., the spoken rendition of a
name-text) is from a person who does not necessarily
Computerized voice recognition systems designed to
know the proper pronunciation of the name-text. Thus,
recognize designated speech sequences (words and/or
numbers) generally include two aspects: modeling and 20 the system generates alternative recognition models
from the name-text corresponding to a reasonable num

recognition. Modeling involves creating a recognition
model for a designated speech sequence, generally using

ber of pronunciations of the name.
In one aspect of the invention, the name recognition
technique involves: (a) entering name-text into a text

an enrollment procedure in which a speaker enrolls a

given speech sequence to create an acoustic reference.

database which is accessed by designating name-text,
(b) for each name-text in the text database, constructing

Recognition involves comparing an input speech signal
with stored recognition models looking for a pattern
match.
Without limiting the scope of the invention, this back
ground information is provided in the context of a spe
ci?c problem to which the invention has applicability: a

a selected number of text-derived recognition models

from the name-text, each text-derived recognition
model representing at least one pronunciation of the
name, (c) for each attempted access to the text database
by a spoken name input, comparing the spoken name

voice recognition system capable of accessing database
records using the voice input of associated proper
names. Such a system should accommodate a reason

input with the stored text-derived recognition models.
If such comparison yields a sufficiently close pattern

able number of alternative pronunciations of each name.

match to one of the text-derived recognition models

A voice recognition system capable of recognizing

35 based on a decision rule, the name recognition system

names would be useful in many data entry applications.
One such application is in the medical ?eld in which

provides a name recognition response designating the
name-text associated with such text’derived recognition
model.
In an exemplary embodiment of the invention, the
recognition models associated with alternative name

patient records are routinely organized and accessed by
both name and patient number.

For health care providers, using patient numbers to
access patient records is problematic due to the imprac
ticality of remembering such numbers for any signi?

pronunciations are generated automatically from the

name-text using an appropriately trained Boltzmann
machine. To obtain the alternative pronunciations, each
name-text is input to the Boltzmann machine a selected
step in transforming medical record access from key
board input to voice input.
45 number of times (such as ten), with the machine being
placed in a random state prior to each input. For each
Permitting name-based access to patient records via
input, the Boltzmann machine generates a sequence of
computerized voice recognition involves a number of
problems. For such a system to be practical, both recog
phonetic features, each representing at least one pro
nition model creation and name recognition would have
nunciation of the name-text (and each of which may be
cant class of patients. Thus, name recognition is a vital

to be speaker-independent. That is, speaker-independ
ent recognition would be required because the identity

different).

of the users would be unknown, while model generation

the phonetic-feature sequences that are different are

would have to be speaker-independent because a user
would not necessarily know how to pronounce a pa

used to construct a corresponding number of recogni
tion models using conventional Hidden Markov Model

tient’s name.

Current systems designed to generate name pronunci
ations from text are typically an adaptation of text-to

When the input cycles for a name-text are complete,

55

ing (HMM) techniques-the recognition models are
based on phonetic models derived from a comprehen

sive speech database providing good acoustic-phonetic

speech technology, using extensive rule sets to develop

coverage. The HMM recognition models are then

a single proper pronunciation for a name based on the

stored for use during name recognition operations.

text of the name. Current systems designed to perform

Name recognition is performed using conventional
HMM recognition techniques. In particular, for each
spoken name input, the HMM recognition procedure

name recognition typically require users to input the
correct pronunciation of the name, for example, by

pronouncing the name.
assigns scores to text-derived recognition models (rep
resenting the likelihood that the spoken name input is an
These systems are designed to produce a single cor
rect pronunciation of the name. Name recognition then 65 instance of that recognition model), and evaluates name
requires the user to input the name using the nominal
scores using a decision rule that selects either: (a) a
pronunciation, i.e,. these name recognition systems are
single name, (b) a set of N rank-ordered names, or (c) no

not designed to recognize alternative pronunciations of

name (a rejection).
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Prior to pronunciation generation operations, the
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recognition models are generated corresponding to

Boltzmann machine is appropriately trained using a

alternative pronunciations.

conventional training (or learning) algorithm and a

FIG. 1 illustrates the exemplary name recognition
technique. The name recognition system is used to pro

training database. The recommended approach uses a

training database containing around 10,000 names—per
formance improves as the training set size increases. No
additional training is performed when using the Bolt
zmann machine to generate pronunciations for particu
lar names or name sets.

The total number of names stored in the application

vide access to a name-addressable database, such as a

medical records database. It includes an enrollment

phase (10) and a name recognition phase (20).
During the enrollment phase (10), name-texts are
entered (11) into the name-addressable text database
(12), such as during patient record creation, using nor

database is a performance issue-for typical applica
tions, the recommended approach is to limit the active

mal keyboard data entry. For the exemplary medical

nition system is text-it does not require speech input or
other representation of correct pronunciation (such as

of the most common names.

phonetic transcription). The system generates alterna
tive recognition models, corresponding to different
pronunciations, thus allowing recognition of alternative

database, the name-text is repetitively input (during a
selected number of input cycles) to an appropriately

records application, names are assumed to be available
database size to about 500 names.
on an institution-wide medical records database, al
The technical advantages of the invention include the
though a scenario can be envisioned where common
following. The only input required by the name recog 15 names would be added or deleted by pre-storing many

reasonable pronunciations, not just the correct pronun
ciation.

For each name entered into the name-addressable text
20 con?gured Boltzmann machine (13), which is reset to a

random state prior to each input. For each name-text

input, the Boltzmann machine generates a phonetic
feature sequence -- while a phonetic feature sequence

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
output from the Boltzmann machine is preferred, other
For a more complete understanding of the invention, 25 pronunciation representations could be used.

and for further features and advantages, reference is

The Boltzmann machine (13) will generate different

now made to the following Detailed Description of an
exemplary embodiment of the invention, taken in con

phonetic feature sequences from the same input name

junction with the accompanying Drawings, in which:

name. When a name-text has been cycled through the

text, corresponding to different pronunciations of the

FIG. 1 illustrates the name recognition system, in 30 Boltzmann machine the selected number of times (14),
cluding enrollment and name recognition;
the resulting phonetic feature sequences are'compared,
FIG. 2 illustrates a Boltzmann machine used to gener
and the different sequences, representing different pro
ate alternative name pronunciation representations from
nunciations, are selected (15)—not every phonetic fea
text input;
ture sequence will be different, and indeed, it is possible
FIGS. 3a~3d illustrate the HMM model construction 35 that none will be different (i.e., only a single pronuncia
operation; and _
tion is represented).
FIG. 4 illustrates the higher-level text-derived recog
The number of different sequences generated from a
nition model used in the name recognition process.
given number of inputs of the same name-text will de
pend upon the name and the number of inputs. The
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
recommended approach is to input each name ten times,
INVENTION
which should insure that phonetic feature sequences
The Detailed Description of an exemplary embodi
will be generated for a high percentage of the reason
ment of the speaker-independent name recognition sys
able pronunciations of any name.
tern is organized as follows:
The different phonetic feature sequences are input to
1. Name Recognition Technique
45 a HMM recognition model generator (16). For each
2. Recognition Model Creation
feature sequence, the HMM recognition model genera
2.1. Phonetic Feature Sequence Generation
tor constructs a corresponding HMM recognition
2.2. HMM Model Construction
model using conventional HMM model generation
3. Name Recognition
techniques-the HMM recognition models arerbased on
3.1. HMM Recognition
50 phonetic models derived from a speech database'(18)
3.2. Decision Rule
providing good acoustic-phonetic coverage. The HMM
4. Conclusion
recognition models are stored in an HMM recognition
The exemplary name recognition system is used to ac
model database (22), to be used for name recognition
cess the records of a name-associative database, such as

operations.

a medical records database, in which each record has

Name recognition operations (20) are initiated by the
spoken input (24) of a name, which is converted (25)

associated with it a proper name.

1. Name Recognition Technique

into a corresponding speech signal.

_

The speech signal is input into an HMM recognition

The basic name recognition technique involves creat
engine (26). Using conventional HMM recognition
ing acoustic recognition models from the text of previ 60 techniques, the HMM recognition engine accesses the
ously entered names prior to any name recognition
HMM recognition model database (22), and compares
operations. The exemplary name recognition technique
the speech signal with the HMM recognition models
creates the recognition models using a Boltzmann ma
looking for a pattern match. If such comparison yields a
chine to generate, from input name-text (i.e., the textual
sufficiently close pattern match to one of the stored
form of a name), phonetic feature sequences (or other 65 text-derived recognition models in termsof a decision
pronunciation representations) that are used by a HMM
rule (28), the HMM recognition engine provides a cor
(Hidden Markov Model) generator to construct HMM
responding name recognition response designating the
recognition models. For each name, alternative HMM
name-text associated with such recognition model._

0
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The name recognition response is used to access the

associated record in the medical database.

6

Both subnetworks 31 and 32 are sliding windows.
That is, each input name is moved through both win

dows simultaneously, with each letter in turn placed in
the central position in the input unit sets 33 and 34. The
For the exemplary name recognition system, the rec 5 output 37 represents the set of possible sound(s) corre
ognition models associated with the different pronunci
sponding to the center letter(s) in the string.

2. Recognition Model Creation

ations for each name are created in a two step proce

dure that involves using a Boltzmann machine to gener
ate phonetic feature sequences, and then using an HMM

recognition model generator to construct the recogni
tion models from the phonetic feature sequences.

2.1. Phonetic Feature Sequence Generation

sequences is based on two design criteria: (a) generally,
a relatively small amount of contextual information will
be sufficient to narrow the range of possible sound cor
respondences to a small set, but (b) choosing a correct

sound from this set may require information occurring

A Boltzmann machine is a network that is trained to

represent the probability density distribution of observ
ables. in a particular domain. It comprises simple inter
connected units, at least some of which are external
(input/output) units.

This exemplary approach to the con?guration of the
Boltzmann machine for generating phonetic feature

.

Each unit can be either “on" or “off’-the state of

at more remote points in the name.

For each position in the windows represented by the
input units 33 and 34, there are 26 or 27 input units

corresponding to the letters of the alphabet plus
“space” (“space” is omitted where unnecessary, i.e., in
the central position). The unit corresponding to the -

each unit (if not ?xed) is a probabilistic function of the 20 current letter is on, while all other units are off. Each of
states of the units to which it is connected and the
these input units is connected to each unit in the corre
strength of the real-valued weights on the connections.
sponding hidden unit layer, and each of the hidden units
All connection weights between units are symmetrical,
is connected to each output unit.
representing mutually excitatory or mutually inhibitory
The output 37 of the Boltzmann machine is a pho
relationships. Each con?guration of the network has an 25 netic feature sequence: the output at each step repre
energy value that is a function of the states and connec

sents a sequence of N features, where N is a small inte

tion weights for all units.
The Boltzmann machine training algorithm is a pro
cedure for gradually adjusting the weights on connec

ger (possibly 1).

tions between units so that the network comes to model

Alternatively, the output units could represent a se

quence of N phones or phonemes. However, using pho

the domain of interest._lt involves alternate cycles in

netic features rather than other pronunciation represen
tations such as phones or phonemes requires fewer out

which (a) the states of external units are either clamped

put units, and allows greater flexibility.

(determined externally and held constant) or free (set
randomly and allowed to change), while (b) all internal

the number of phonetic features and N is the length of

units are free.

For each initial con?guration, a conventional simu

lated annealing procedure is used to bring the network
to a state of equilibrium. Connection weights are ad

justed to reduce the difference in energy between the

clamped and free con?gurations.
Once trained, the network can perform pattern com

pletion tasks probabilistically: a subset of its external
units are set to values representing the input, and all

The machine uses 2 MXN output units, where M is
35 the output sequence. Each feature has a positive unit

representing the presence of the feature and a negative
unit representing the absence of the feature. A noncom
mittal or “neither” response (such'as for a silent letter)
is indicated by a zero value on both positive and nega
tive units. In cases where N is greater than the length of
the output sequence, adjacent sets of output units are

assigned identical values during training.

For the exemplary Boltzmann machine, the subnet
work 31 contains 80 input units (a 3-letter window) and
gated through the network, with the resulting states of 45 416 hidden layer units. The subnetwork 32 contains 188
the remaining external units representing the output. If
input units (a 7-letter window) and 64 hidden layer
the network has been trained successfully, the set of
units. The output layer 37 contains 80 units (2 units each
outputs produced for a given input represents the prob
for 20 phonetic features, 2-phone sequence).
ability density of these outputs for the given input in the
The connection weight values associated with the
domain represented by the network.
network are derived using the conventional Boltzmann
The Boltzmann machine architecture and training
machine training algorithm and a training database of
algorithm is particularly useful in the context of the
names. The training database contains the spelling and
exemplary name recognition system because of the need
all expected pronunciations of each name. In the exem
to produce alternative outputs for the same input. The
plary system, pronunciations are represented as sequen
exemplary name recognition system uses a conventional 55 ces of combinations of phonetic features, using the same
Boltzmann machine architecture and training proce
feature set as in the Boltzmann machine (for example,
other units are set randomly. Activations are propa

dure.

+/-SYLLAB1C, +/-—VOICED, +/— NASAL,

FIG. 2 illustrates the exemplary approach to imple
+/ -LABIAL).
.
menting the Boltzmann machine for generating pho
During the clamped cycles in the training procedure,
netic feature sequences. The Boltzmann machine 30 60 each name in the training database is presented to the
includes two subnetworks 31 and 32, each comprising a
network in turn. The input units are clamped to the
respective set of input units 33 and 34, and a respective
values corresponding to the letters in the name while
set of internal units (called a hidden layer) 35 and 36.
the output units are clamped to values corresponding to
The machine has a single set of output units 37.
one expected pronunciation.
The subnetwork 31 contains input units to scan a 65
Simulated annealing is used to bring the network to
small number of letters (for example, three) at a time.
equilibrium, and its energy is then computed. This step
The subnetwork 32 contains input units to scan a larger
is repeated for each expected pronunciation for each
number of letters (for example, seven) at a time.
letter in each name.
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Network performance is tested by (a) clamping input
units to values corresponding to letters in names, (b)

setting all other units to random values, (c) allowing
activations to propagate through the network, and (d)
observing the values of the output units. Performance is
tested at intervals and training is terminated when the
performance of the network reaches an acceptable
level.
By repeatedly inputting the same name into the Bolt
zmann machine, different phonetic feature sequences
can be produced, corresponding to alternative plausible
pronunciations of the name. Thus, the goal is not to
determine a nominal or “correct” pronunciation, but to

create a recognition model for any pronunciation likely
to be used by a person reading the name.

2.2. HMM Recognition Model Construction
HMM text-derived recognition models are con

structed by using the output of the Boltzmann machine
to select from a library of phonetic unit models, and
then combining these phonetic models into name recog
nition models.

The phonetic model library comprises HMM pho
netic unit models representing phonetic units. Each
phonetic unit model represents sets of expected acoustic
features and durations for these features.
FIG. 3a illustrates an exemplary phonetic unit model
based on cepstral feature analysis and a simple exponen
tial duration model. Other types of models, such as
?nite duration could be used.
The phonetic unit models are created and trained

using conventional HMM model generation techniques,
based on a speech database providing good coverage of

the acoustic-phonetic features of speech for the context
in which the name recognition system will be used. This
speech database is distinct from the name database used
in training the Boltzmann machine, which does not

contain any speech material—the speech database typi
cally does not include any of the names from the name

training database.
The phonetic feature sequences generated by the
Boltzmann machine are used to select corresponding

phonetic unit models from the phonetic model library.
That is, for each set of phonetic features observed in the

Boltzmann machine output, the phonetic unit model
representing the phonetic unit having that set of fea
tures is selected. Adjacent

